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Hi! I’m Sharon Jurd and welcome to my Biz Blitz video. Today I want to talk about 
the three mistakes most coaches make. I’ve seen lots of coaches, through my 
coaching institute and my How to Grow Your Coaching Biz Workshop, and these 
are the three things that I hear about all the time where coaches are making 
mistakes. 
 
One, they don’t charge what they’re worth. This is the biggest mistake for most 
coaches that I come across before entering into my SMJ Coaching Institute. They 
are charging a low fee, saying that people won’t pay; they can only afford this 
amount of money but in fact, they are showing the audiences out there who 
don’t know them that it is of little value. People need to see that it is of great 
value to come and coach with you.  
 
Secondly, they don’t have a structured system on how to get the right clients 
to them. They think that they are just going to come, the phone’s going to ring 
or they’re going to come out of thin air; these people who are going to be 
attracted to them. We don’t want every client; we want clients who want to 
change. As coaches, we want clients who want to change. We don’t want every 
client that’s out there. Have a structured system that you know will bring the 
right clients to you.  
 
And thirdly, they don’t have a coaching system. I ask the question of many 
coaches and say, “Okay, you get a coaching client, you get on your first coaching 
call or your second call, your third call, your fourth call. What is the structure 
around that? I hear time and time again, coaches go, “Oh well, we talk and we 
talk about…” and it’s just like a talkfest. And I’m going, “You need to have a 
system.” I know that coaching each business owner, if that’s who you’re 
coaching, or each person, is different because they have different needs, they 
have different wants, they have different requirements, but you need to have 
tools in your tool belt you can pull out and utilise them for your clients at the 
appropriate coaching session, whether it be the second coaching session or the 
fourth coaching session or the tenth coaching session, but you need to have 
some structure.  
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As a coach, if you’re just getting on the calls with your coaching clients and 
having a talkfest and thinking that’s taking them to the next level and changing 
their life, you are wrong! In my SMJ Coaching Institute with my Master Coaches 
and my coaching events, I share with all of the coaches there who attend, how 
they can structure this and having flexibility on utilising the tools in this system. 
There is a real system to coaching and you need to know that so if you don’t, go 
and find the system that will suit you in your coaching style.  
 
There are my three points today. What are the biggest mistakes that coaches 
make? One, is they don’t charge enough. Please, increase your fees. You are 
worth more than you are charging right now. Get a structured way to attract the 
clients to you; the right clients to you. And thirdly, have a coaching system that 
you can work within so you make sure you’re giving the best value to your clients 
and you are taking them to the next level.  
 
I hope this video has been helpful to you today. If you think that it would be of 
value to your family, friends and colleagues, please share my video because I 
want to help as many people as I can and I need your help to do that. I’m Sharon 
Jurd and thank you for watching today. We’ll talk soon.  
 


